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Tags, Christmas Seals, Cards,
Fancy Books, Popular Fiction,
Fountain Pens, Initial Stationery, Correspondence Cards,
Rings, Cuff Buttons, Fobs, Watches, Spoons,
Pocketbooks, Toilet Sets, and other useful presents

at the

University Bookstore
Attention! Otterbein Students
Winter Garden
Under Management of E. D. CLIFTON. Nuf ced.

DAYS'
Bakery

ne

Bread, Cakes, Pies, Pan
Bank of
Westenille Candies and Doughnuts
O_pp. _

FOB. FIRST CLASS LAUNDRY YORK.
See B. R. TUllNJ!R, Agent for

RANKINS' NEW METHOD LAUNDRY
ALSO DRY CLEANING aad PRBSSING.
York Called For and Ddivemt.
S.tiafactioa Gw.tantaL

Headqvatten at Norris'.
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Bucher Engraving Co.
For Cuts of All Kinds
The Best Work Possible
55-57-59 East Gay Street

Columbus, 0.

Just a Little bit Less than any of the Rest
Are the premiums per year, per thousand

A. A. RICH, Agent

Students

Postal Clerk-"Your letter just balances; if it we ighed any more, you
would ha\·e to put on another stamp."
IIert-"Gracious, I'm glad I didn't
sign my 1n:1ddle name."

Take your shoes to

COOPER
For first class repai r ing. He has installed a new finishing lathe. A good
line of Strings, Rubber Heels, and
P olish, always in stock.

\Van t e d-Y our second-hand
"Founders and Rulers." Bender &
Rappold.-Adv.

WORK GUARANTEED

Still a Special Price on Pennants
-AT-

"Dad" Hoffman's Rexall Store
Get the

'' Push Makings''
at

H. Wolf' e Sanitary Market
14 College Avenue

W. H. GLENNON
DENTIST
12 West College Ave.

Open evenings and Sunday by Appointment
Bell Phone

2
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Cardinal & Tan Hockey Caps
Are just the thing for these frosty days
We have a splendid assortment of

CARDINAL & TAN
GREEN

RED

WHITE

GRAY
BLUE

At 25 & SO Cents

Brane Dry G<Dds ©mpany
No.3 N.State St. "Honesty first " Westerville .Ohio

Thanksgiving Day, November 25
The day is made more
enjoyable with a
box of

Fine Chocolates
We have them- the finest made- they are Fresh
too. Our Jine of Dollar Boxes is the Biggest Ever.

WILLIAM'S

OTTERBEIN JEGIS

Tailors for Young N\en
Our Fall Goods are best ever shown by any tailor in
City of Columbus. Come in and let us make your Suit or
Overcoat.
We can save you from $5 to $10 on your clothes.
Our $18.00 Suit or Overcoat is equal in every way to the
$25.00 and $30.00 elsewhere.

EAGLE Taitoring Co.
N. COHEN, Prop., 531 N. High St., 9 doors S. Goodale St.
Citizen Phone Main 5158.
COLUMBUS, 0.

GooDMAN BROTHERS
JEWELERS
No. 9 5 NORTH H1GH S1.

High-Grade Printing
WHOLESALE and RETAIL

PAP ER
Publishers of Public Opinion

The Buckeysre Printing Co.
18-20-22 West Main Street

WESTERVILLE, OHIO

3
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Wijt ®rr-l(trftr ~tuhtn
ARTISTIC
PHOTOGRAPHY

"Just a Little Bit Better Than the Best"
ORR-klEFiR - - - - ,

Special
~ate.sOffered
to
Student.s-

fligheJt
HonorJ In

}Vational
Competition

" " - - - - COLVMBV.S.O. ' - - - - - - ·

We Do All Kinds of Picture

Framing---Right
l!l!l-2U 1 ~nutq ih;igq ~trrrt
Citizen Phone 3720

Bell Phone 3750
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S

PENCER
PECIAL

M C

Special prices to students

OMPANY
LOTHES

EAD
ADE

Student representative V. L. Phillips

A Solution of the Gitt Problem=
Pennants, Pillow Tops, Novelties
I. C. FELLERS
Number Please
Bell 121

Citizen 230

EYery one calls these numbers
when in need of the Best Groceries.

Splendid line of Candies
See us for Holiday Trade ..
PRIEST GROCERY
Cor. State and Main.

J\Iary-"'I have an idea."
l\Iartha-"Treat it kindly.
strange place."

New Shipments of

It's in a

Dr. Sherrick-"What part of Hamlet do you like best?"
Sengcr-"The Ham."

"FAULTLESS" NIGHTWEAR
Bradley and Spalding Sweaters.
E.

J. NORRIS

Typewriters for sale or rent. Also
typewriter supplies. Bender & Rappol<l.-Adv.

The only store m town where you can get

Eastman's !<n~0 t~~PL1Es
The Up-to-Date Pharmacy

Ritter & Utley,
Films Developed Free.
Eye Glasses anc. Spectacles.
Full line of A. D. S. REMEDIES.

Props.

Printing Done at Lowest Price.

Examination Free.
Your Trade Solicited.

OUR NEW

ID4t ®tttrbtin l\tgis
Vol. XXVI
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Radium and the New Chemistry
BY PROF.

L. A.

E of the most interesting features of the study of a science is
the tracing of its early history
·and development. The Alchemists were the forerunners of the science of Chemistry. Their time anJ
energy_ was given t o the attainment of
two things. First the dis c:o\·ery of the
elixir of life, and second, the disco very
of the philosopher's stone.
The eli..xir of life was that mysterious, magical substance which was supposed to have the power of prolonginglife indefinntely, and to the philosopher's stone was attributed the power
of changing the ba er metals into golll.
The Alchemists firmly believed that
these substances either existed or
were capable of being made. Follow·
ing this was the period of the phlogistonists, and while the idea of the exilir
of life and the philosopher's stone were
discredited,
yet the phlogistonists
lived and wrought and accomplished
many things in spite of false theorie,
and notions.
Then came the revolutionizing work
of I riestly, Lavoisier, Dalton anJ
l3lack. The ideas of the old Alchemists were completely discredited and
the theories of the phlogistonists were
overthrown. The re ults of these
men and many others who followed
them led to the firm establishment of
the principle of immutability of the
elements. According to this doctrine no element is capable of bein~
converted into any other element
L

WEINLAND,

'05

This priciple held sway for a Ion~
time. The base metals have not as
yet been changed into gold, but the
old doctrine of the immutability of the
elements has been overthrown by investigations carried on during the last
twenty years on the radio active suhstances.
The investigations along this line
were inaugurated by the discovery of
the Roentgen Rays. The peculiar
properties of these rays suggested io
Bequerel that the photographic effect
might be produced from solid substances. He was at that time working on florescence, so naturally be tried
the effect of the fl a re cent substances
with results which, however, were
somewhat disappointing. He found.
however, that certain florescent salts,
such as uranium nitrate, produced to a
slight extent the desired photographic
effect. Acting upon thi information
he suggested to Madame Curie that
she make a more thorough investiga-·
tion along this line. In the work of
Madame Curie he made use of what
is known a an electrical method. She
tested radio actiYe substances by the
effect which was produced when
brought near the prime conductor of
an electroscope. A charged electroscope in the neighborhood of radio
acti,·e sub tnaces becomes very rapidly discharged so that the leaves fall together. By ob ervation of the speed
with which the leaves fell together she
estimated roughly the degree of radio
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activity of \"ariou compounds.
In working over a lot of residue-;
from which uranium nitrate had been
extracted, known as pitchblende she
<li ·covered the remarkable fact that
the pitchblende from which uranium
ha<l been extracted was more active
than it had been before. This sugrrested the idea that there must be
present in the pitchblende some metal,
the activity of which was greater than
that of uranium. By long patient
work he finally i ·olatcd from this
same pitchblende residue a small
quantity of radium salt. U ing the
same method of study, many other
metab showing the property of radio
activity were discovered, namely actimium, thorium, polonium and idoium.
Let us now notice some of the remarkable properties of radio active
ubstances. First, the activity seems
to be permanent, requiring no electrical
excitation. Second, it di ·charges an
electroscope. If the electroscope is
evacuated no effect is produced.
Third, if radium is brought near a
zinc sulphide screen the creen glows.
Upon this principle the instrument
known as the spinthari cope i constructed. Fourth, it decomposes water
and ammonia. Fifth, it has a strange
physiological effect. If kept near the
body deep wounds arc produced. The
early ·experimenters uffcrcd because
of this. Bequercl, Curie, Labord all
suffered because of ignorance of thi.property.
ixth, it has the property
of giving out heat and encrg-y continuously. It ha been estimated that one
gram of radium will gi\·c nut sufficient
heat to rai e 17.5 ton of water from
zero to 100 degrees.
However, the most remarkable
property remains a yet to be noticed.
The ·e radio active ub lance seem
to have the property of giving out rays

and sending out particles of different
types, in which proce·s of activity the
substance slowly decays. There are three
types of these rays, known as the Alpha, Beta and Gamma Rays. The Alpha
Rays arc easily absorbed, thin pieces
uf card board or thin pieces of alumium being ~uflicient to stop them completely. They are positively charged,
have a slight magnetic effect and seem
to corre ·po11<l to the canal rays of the
X-ray bulb. The Ueta Rays are muci1
more penetrating, negatively charged,
arc more rapidly deflected, have the
peed of the same order of that of the
velocity of light and seem to correspond clo ely to the Cathode Rays.
The Gamma Rays are the extremely
penetrating rays, not charged electrically, not deflected by the magnet,
seem to be analogous in some re pect•;
to the Roentgen Rays.
The following table will give some
idea of the manner in which the activity of some of sub tance - decay:
Cranium
half period
5.H, years
Radium
half period
1300 years
Radium Alpha (nitron)
4 days
Radium .\lpha
3 minute·
One of the most .·ignificant properties in this connection is that durin;;
the procc s of decay these ·ubstanccs
seem to give rise to something entirely different. As for instance, radium
gives off what is called emanation.
This emanation decays and give off
radium Alpha, that is, radium Alpha is
produced as a residue when the emanation decays.
All of these remarkable fact han
hacl a clecidccl influence in cnnstructin~~ the modern thcorcatical ha. i. (Ir
Chemistry. and Physics. In order tn
understand the behavior of radium and
allied substances J. J. Thompson
hroug-ht forward what is known as the
Electron Theory. This theory pie-

OTTERBEIN .iEGIS
tures the atom not as a simple substance but as a very complex one, ha, ing a central neucleus of positive electricity around which revolve in concentric rings, or better still, concentric shells, like the layers of an onion,
the electrons wh:ch are essentially
negatiYe charges of electricity. \Vhen
a substance decays it does so by a loss
oI one or more electrons. If the substance is an unstable body this would
cause quite a re-arrangement within
the atom. If, however, it is a stable
substance, the disappearance of one
electron would make very little differ-·
cnce in the composition of the whole,
and other shells of electrons simply
shift their position so as to re-establish
the former equilibrium.
Very little need be said concerning
the application of radium to medicine,
because this phase of the subject is
still in the experimental stage. Nothing need be added with regard to the
application of these processes to cosmic relations because that is speculation w·hich leads to little or no real
benefit to science.
So the wonders and mysteries of inanimate nature grow and become

9

more and more complex. Dalton conceived of matter as capable of being
sub-divided into more minute parti ·
des, which he called molecules.
These be conceived as being furthe1
sub-divided into particles called atoms.
This simple theory sufficed for mo.;t
purposes for many years, but as time
went on and knowledge became rich er this simple hypotheses seemed in
need of revision and extension so that
now we imagine the atom as a uni-•
verse within itself with a great (rebtively) charge of positive electricity
as its central sun around which myriads of planets (electrons) revolve, and
who knows that the electron itself is
as complex as is the atom? But hold!
someone says that this is only theory,
only speculation and not necessarily
fact. True, but what is a theory? It
is man's earnest endeavor to picture
something which his mind cannot
fully comprehend. We paint a picture, such as if it were a true one, i.:
would represent conditions as thev
actually are. In other words, matter
actually behaves as it would if our picture were a true one. If our pictures
are so wonderful what must the reality
be!

HOM E
Bv FLOSSIE BROUGHTON, '16

Madge Ainsley and Nan Greyson
were room-mates of entirely different
temperment yet between them had existed a strong, frank friendship during
their four years of college. Freely and
candidly they went together through
the dry fields of human interest un ti!
it came to those of family history, old
family traditions, and little loving
anecdotes of the home folks. Here
Nan went alone. It often puzzled her,

yet there was something in the persistent reserve of Madge on this subject which forbade her asking any
questions. Today, the day befor~
Thanksgiving, a group of girls in the;r
room had been discussing the word
home, what the word meant to them,
and many little reminiscences of their
own home life. All but Madge had
discussed it freely, and had then hurried off to pack for the trip home.
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"Madge, why is it you never tal'-:
about the time when you will have a
hume and family, as the rest of us
girls do? \ \'hen you speak of your
future, it is always business, busines">,
and what great things you intend to
do. Yet no one could possibly call
you unwomanly. \\'hen we ,vere all
talking about home for Thanksgiving
and the ways we used to spend the
day when we were children, I saw the
lines about your mouth tighten an.I
a hard, cold look come into your face.
I can't understand you."
.. 0J o, dear, you can't understand
perhaps, but I will tell you. 1 never
intend to marry and haYe a home and
family. 1 think a happy home is a
myth and heroes a product of one·s
imagination. The memories of my
childhood Thanksgiving Days are
night-mares and the very name d.
muckery. Could l think oi a home an,l
a husband when I think of my mother
and all of the hell that she lived
thrnugh for years? I often look at the
men whom we meet and wonder what
they really are under the masks that
they wear to deceiYe unsuspecting
people. They are no more intelligent
than we are but depend on their bru1 e
strength and the natural call of sex
for their boasted supremacy. They
,rive
over to the women the keeping r.;f
h
all of the virtues and morals of the
race while they reserve for themselves the monopoly on the indulgencies,
di 'Sipations, and disgusting habits and
expect us to look up to them as lords
of creation. If they could see their
descendants or, perhaps, I should say
the absence of descendants, in a few
generations, I imagine they would be
shocked into something like uprigh~ness."
"\\'hy, Madge Ainsley, I never heard
you so vehement nor dreamed you

were a man hater. I can forgive you
only because you have never met
father and the boys. \Vait until you
get home with me to-night and I will
show you what I consider a true man.
11ut what I can not understand is
how you can condemn all men when
you know \\'arren 1\Iarshall. I rather
fancied that he liked you and I hoped,
that you liked him, for I think he is
simp1y splendid. Wl,y, Madge, he has
a great, fine physique, clean habits,
high· ideals and great good humor and
fellowship. \\'hat have you to say
about him, Miss Skeptic?'"
"About him? Don't speak of him
to me. Ile has fascination enough for
me without you bringing him up as ~,
topic of conversation.
Didn't my
father have a handsome face and fi,·_
-,
u_re, and almost super-natural attractiveness of manner. I honestly think
that he could have made the ano-eJ
Gabriel believe what he said was tr:e.
He made mot.her think so once, an~!
he had that power over others until
t~ey c~me ~o know him, e pecially to
b,·e with h11n as we did. My friend.;
always admired and praised him, an,!
I suppose it was then that I learned
to conceal my real feelings. His fine
manners were only his ways of obtaining his own ends, and making
tools of other people. If he could not
be true to my beautiful mother, what
could I expect? I tell you I Ii ,·eel a
lie for sixteen years for mother's sake
and you need never to think I shall attempt it again. Better old age anti
alone than to live the life of shame
that she did. Detter no children than
to force upon them the lot which my
crippled brother and I endured. How
father scorned him! He never stopped
to think that his poor dwarfed and
crippled body was only the picture of
his own distorted soul."
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"Then, dear, I'm sorry that I pried
into your holy of holies ·if it has hurt
tyou to show it to me, but I am sure
I understand how you feel now. But,
really, we must hurry for our train
leaves in thirty minutes. Then we
will have a four hours' ride, and then
you will see Don and the twins first.
I suppose they will meet us. They
always do. Mother will be too busy
and tired, besides Mary and Dick will
be there with the baby. But I always
like best to have mother and father
at home when I come any way. They
will throw open the door when they
hear us coming. I can see them now
standing there in the lamp light."
So they chatted on as they hurriedly finished packing, gaily bidding
good-bye to friends and at last had to
run for the train. vVhen they were
seated in the car crowded with holiday travelers Nan, bubbling over with
the spirit of the season, gazed about
her with interest. It was one of her
favorite pastimes while traveling to
study the people and imagine where
they were going and who they wer-:.
To--day she could enjoy it to the full.
"Madge, what do you suppose
mother will have to eat? Do you like
chestnuts roasted before the fire?
That will come to-morrow night. Say,
dear, look at that darling baby th:it
the man over there is holding. He is
alone too. I wonder where the mother
is. He looks dreadfully sad. Do you
suppose she is dead? What a sad
Thanksgiving it would be for him."
Thus Nan rambled on about everything and everybody she saw. Every
thing recalled to the mind of each the
conversation of the afternoon and emphasized the contrast in the views of
life of Nan and Madge. The night
drew on and the two girls leaned their
eager faces against the cool car wind-
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ows and watched the lights twinkle in
the windows of the farm houses
which they passed. They supeculated
on the kind of people who lived in
them and what they were doing an::l
how they would spend the morrow.
At the home station, almost before
she had left the steps, Nan was seized
in the strong arms of her brother Do~
,\"110 was followed by the twins Peggy
and Peter. Madge was greeted so
heartily and frankly that she did not
feel like a stranger at all. She watched with keen interest the actions and
conversation of the brothers and sisters. Although she was treated so
cordially, she could not but see th:-it
their real interest centered in Nan.
All of the way along the lighted street
Nan was continually stopping to greet
some old friends. Some times it was
an aged man or woman whose face
brightened at her cheery greeting,
sometimes a merry youngster or companion of her own age. A queer little
lonesome feeling crept around Madge's
heart in seeing Nan so full of life and
love.
"Let us hurry, home is just around
the corner, Madge."
There in the doorway framed in
rosy light stood Nan's father and
mother, behind them Mary, Dick and
the baby. Madge had never seen such
a home, or home-coming. The furnishings were all in good taste, cozy and
home-like, yet all showed signs of use.
There had been too many little feet,
too many wig-gling little bodies and
uneasy, active fingers in this home for
polished surfaces to remain shiny and
unscared. It was not nearly as costly
as Madge's own home had been, yet
she thought she had never seen any
place so beautiful.
The evening meal was a revelation
to her, not in the culinary art but in
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the social one. Here was a group games, but when just the family were
bound together, not by authority, law, seated cozily around the fire before
nor duty, but by love and sacrifice. bed-time, l\1adge curled up in a big
Nan's father with his hearty whole- chair grew silent and thoughtful.
souled interest in his children and Enry one followed their own inclinaconsideration for his wife, was a new ti on. Mary and Dick sat in the ingle
type of man to her. She had schooled nook looking dreamly into the fire.
herself to believe that such did not ex- Don and Nan were singing softly at
ist. But skepticism does not die easily the piano, the twins curled up on th~
an's father and mother
so she tried to convince herself that hearth rug.
all this was not sincere. During the looked around the home circle with
evenino- they sat around the grate in shining happy faces, \ Vith a wistful
the library with its rows of books, and look Madge watched them all, thinking
its easy chairs. With everybody talk- if only she had had a home like this.
"Come all ye good people and join
ing and laughing, Madge soon found
herself entering into the spirit of good our merry songs," challenged Nan.
Song after song they sang, each one
will and her natural wit sparkled in
repartee. It was as if she found her- calling for their fayorite and each song
was sung, even Peggie's request for
self in a new world.
The next morning was a busy one "The Three Blind Mice" was honored.
for all, guests were coming for the Great and small entered with zest i'1day and each one of the family ha,l to the nonsensical jingle. Finally
some special duty. One w ould have they ended with "r.Jest be the Tie that
felt slighted in this household if they Binds" which cast a thoughtful mood
had not been allowed to help. Peggie over all, and they bade each other
and Peter ran errands, Madge and Nan good-night.
arranged the table. Never before hau
Just as Nan was dropping off :.)
Madge had such a feeling of belonging sleep she heard Madge whisper softand of caring. All day long she was ly, "Nan, I take back part of what I
busy playing with children, talking said yesterday. I believe there arc
to aunts and uncles, and helping Nan good men, but not many, remember,
in numberless ways. In fact it seem-- not many. Are you sure that vVarre~
ed Nan's clever way of drawing her M?,rshal would be like your father,
into the center of a real family life.
and Don and Dick?"
In the evening old and youn~
"Dead sure, dear," Nan whispered
popped corn, roasted nuts and playe,l back triumphantly.

Books and Reading
Bv DONA BECK, '16

In order to trace the development
of the English language and literature
we must go back to the time when the
ancestors of the Eno-lish people lived
on the continent of Europe and spoke
a tongue which, though related to
modern English, is practically unin-

telligible to us now without special
stu<ly. Anglo-Saxon belongs to the
Low German family of languages and
the people who spoke it lived alon;,;
the German ocean, near the month of
the Elbe, in a part of Denmark and
extended into modern Jutland.

rn
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They w re a wild, seafaring sort of
people who delighted in the rough
ocean which bounded them on one
side and the den e, dark forests which
hedo-ed them in on the other.
Tatur~
ally, thi ~ life ,va a \'ery fruitful source
from which they mio-ht gather m.aterial for their early poetry which, indeed.
was filled\ i .. h all the terror and gloom
of their \ ild home~. Thi poetry, of
course, has been altered greatly before
it came into our hand , but it till retains en ugh of it primitive qualities
to how u that the men who made it
delighted in blood hed and plunder
but , ·ho nevertheles were full f rucie
chivalry and dignity.
Thus the literature 0 -rew from the
crude Beowulf, the Paraphra es of
Laedm n, the Riddle
of Cynewulf and man r other early , ork.-;
which are familiar to u a the very
beainnino- .f the lano-uage in ~11°fanJ,
to a slio-htly more poli heel style when
the T ormans entered England and filled that land with a trano-e atm.o phere. Then came Chaucer and after
him the whole realm of literature
without \\ hich, today, our country
would be e .. tremely po r, n matter
hov rich in material wealth it mio-ht
be. To 1
'Ur , there were time•;,
when it ·eemed that the ource had
been drained dry and very little literature of any worth \ a pr duced but
when every thing rrood eemed to
come at once, tho e barren time , ere
foro-otten and more than one G Iden
ge ,va re-li ed.
Until comparatively r cent y ars \
have not had a readino- public. In the
day~ v rhen the Church controlled the
tate, even the Bible wa. n t in the
hand of the common people, but w ....·
chained t the pulpit in th churche.
t be read by the prie t only. Gradually, however a new re ·ime appea; -

ed and with an increased reading public came a d mand fur more literature,
and th busines of ministering to thi~
demand be cam a recognized prof e.3sion.
nd so, today, we are placed in thi~
·ituatiun. En<lov d 'with a heritage)
th worth of which is boundle , we
have crow·<le<l upon u · book after
book £re ·h from th printing pres·,
and magazine upon magazine afire
with the completed labor of ardent
young writer·. \ 'e are oven helmed.
The book of ye terday become~ the
book of year before la t before we ha v c
time to read it.
·urrent event are
distinctly uncurrent before we may
1..:ut the ed e of the mao-azines in
which they ar recorded and ··\¥hat
'hall I Read?" become· a cry , hich
even the wisest men leave unanswered.
In the fir ,t place every man hould
train him elf t lik bo k whi h the
cultivated public ha ao-reed to place
amono- the cla 'ic . If uch natural
ta te doe not exi t, read . omethinog· od and eriou until a ·u ·tainetl
mental effort furni he pm er t enjoy book that are r ally w rth s me thing·. r\nd when a peL n i'"' in
p
ion f tl i ~ power th re peu;:;
up to him a fi Id f rich literature tn
whi h h may r am at will, cho ·e
, hat he like and never ~row di c ntented.
As the greate t f all book
tands
the Bible, \ hich
a ·erie
of
bi o-raphie
f ~Teat heroe. and patriarch· pr ph t kino- and jud e culminating in the h·reate ·t bi graphy of
all-the life eml oclied in the ew Te,_
tament. Thi Dook i repre entative
of man'. be t moment .
11 that ha.~
been about him f gentle, pure, penitent, and g d .. p ak to him forever
ont of hi. Bible.
Hi tory itself is be t

tu<lied

it"?

H
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biography. In fact there is no room
for doubt that the surpas ing interes~
which fiction, whether in poetry or
prose, possesses for most mind arises
mainly from the biographic element
which it contains. Homer's Illiad
uwes its marvelous popularity to the
portrayal of heruic character. The
personages of Shakespeare, too, ·eem
to be real, living and breathing befur,!
us. The characteres in Goldsmith's
Vicar of \Vakefield and in that great
work of DeFoe's seem to us persons
whom we have actually known.
Then we have excellent American
Literature which should be read aiter
the history of the country is mastered.
The stories of Cooper are i1wigorating
and tho e of Hawthorne, Emerson and
Taylor, will well repay the reader.
Good books are among the best
companions that a man can have; and
by elevating the thoughts and aspirations, they act as preservatives
again t low associations. True it is
that the be t books are those which
most re emble good action . They
are purifying, elevating and ustaining; they enlarge and liberalize the
mind and tend to produce high-minded cheerfulness and equanamity cf
character.
Erasmus, the great scholar, was
even of the opinion that books \\ er~
the nece aries of life, and clothes the
luxurie . His greatest favorites were
the writings of Cicero. "I can neYer ,''
he say , "read the works of Cicero, on
Old Age of Friendship without fervently pressing them to my lips, without being penetrated with veneration
for a mind little short of inspired
by God himself.
:--Jo matter how much we read, benefit i derived only from the thought·
that develop our own thoughts an•J
strengthen our own minds. Ruskin
says, "the weakest romance is not 50

stultifying as the lower forms of exciting literature, and the worst romance is not so corrupting as false hi:;.tury, false philosophy, or false political
cs ·ays." He as erts that noYels and
poetry or history should be chosen,
nut fur their freedom from evil, but for
their possc 'siun of good, for the chanc1!
and scattered evil that here and there
may hide itself in a powerful book
ne\'er does any harm, but the emptiness of an author oppresses and his
fo1ly degrades.
Having chosen, then, a book as fre..!
from error as possible, I urge that you
think as you read, for reading is to no
purpose without thinking, except for
pastime or amusement. Reading i indeed thinking with the head of another
and if a man persists in collecting the
author's thoughts without making
them a part of his own, he will gradually lo e his own power of thinking.
The self-thinker is equipped for action
Ile who reads without thinking is not,
for whel1 called upon for action he is
continually trying to collect the words
or thoughts of others he has read.
Thu· with a taste for the best of all
that has come down to us through the
ages, with a mind that will select only
that which strengthens and develop~;,
and with an ability to make that which
you have read a part of your own life
you will find yourself clearly defined
in the e terms; first to know what life
is you have read science, to know what
life means, you have been taken int"
religion and philosophy; and then t•)
know how life may be intensified, yun
have read romance.
"You have learned to read di criminately, you have made the thoughts of
loftier minds your own, you can Ii\·•~
alone and he content, for your books
are your companions, your life ;,
broader, and deeper and better for a-.;
you have read, o are you.
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TIME AND STUDY.
\Vhen a tudent c me' to colleo-e he om with the purpose f ,--ecuring
a c 1lege educati n. \~- h n a per on i ·ent to
11 ge, he .. ometim comes
with no purpo e at all. Of cour e, it i evident that a oll o-e education
mean .. more to one per on than to another, but no ne can av id all tu<ly and
still imarrine himself t be on the traiaht road to a Bach lor deo-ree.
One f the mo~t peculiar thin~- in colleo-e i . t hear th oft repeated
w r l : "I rofe or, I didn't ha Ye time to a-et ver that part of th le on. '
uch an expre~ ~i n can nev r be true, f r a colle~
tudent' time i ~ first
of all, f r hi - tudy. Other thing-- \\'ill c me in their pr p r plac , but if time
i at all lacking, it h uld be lackino- f r tho e ·'other thing . ' \ • hatever
happen hO\,\'ever, wh n your le on i unprepared ay o, and do not blame
the day for havin°- only t\ ,enty-four hour .

THANKSGIVING.
Thank "rrivi1w day i here aa-ain. TI fore y u et cl rn to that
nclerfnl
turkey dinner, take a few moment · t <lo a little real thinkino-. Let ) ur
thought wander back to the fir t Thanlcaivino- day.
ompare it with thi"
one and ee whether or not our ble .. ing: ha Ye increa ed. Then ·end your
mind a ro' th
cean and on ider what the da. mean there.
ompute,
then, in any way you wi h, just h w mu h it \ onld take t make you change
place ,vith the p ple in Euro1 e or wtih th e who . at ar< und the fir t
Thank. ~:rivino- table. Thi \\ ill be your rea 'On for being thankful.
ee if
y u cannot take a few moment , then, to make it Thank o-iving in teacl f
Turkey-ea ting.
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OTTEREIN 6-WOOSTER 0.
Otterbein's first victory uf the season of 1915, was registered on Octobe,
Hi, \\ hen Lingrel's warriors in vadl:'t1
\\' ouster and defeated the Presbyteiians by a score of 6 to 0. The contest
was staged on \V ooster's magnificeut
new field, which by the way, stand~
almo t unequaled in the state. The
Tan and Cardinal men trotted on the
field, full of confidence. Their opponents however, were somewhat handicapped in having several of their regulars out of the game on account of iajuries.
From the kickoff, Otterbein rushed
the ball to \Vooster's two-yard line
through tackle and center. An ei:J
run was frustrated and the ball wa-,
lust on downs. :l\lanchester punted to
mid-field. On the second down a forward pas· was intercepted. \Vooster
followed her advanJage by tearing off
some good gains around tackle. After
some minutes of hard fighting in the
center of the field, the ball was carried
within deep kicking distance of \Vooster's goal. Lingrel's boot went a trifle
low. \V ooster crimmaged on the :.!U
yard line, and after ome fine gains
with a new formation, landed the
pellet on Otterhein's 30-yard line.
Lingrel's attempt was duplicated and
the half ended with the hall in Otte:·hein's posse sion.
In the second half the Tan and Cardinal team cut loose with its full
repetoire of run and forward passe~.
The latter plays proved usele. s, for
nearly every attempt was broken up

or intercepted. Evidently, the Pre-byterians had been "ell coached in the
art of spoiling the aerial style of play.
The \V ooster squad seemed to brace
wonderfully during the third quart1e1
and were dangerously near scoring
several times. Dut the real worth uf
the heavy Cardinal line proved it ·elf
on each occasion. Otterbein's touchdown came in the last period \\ ith only
four minutes of play. Captain Lingrel had been playing the game of his
life, but he exceeded all funner efforts,
when, at thi · juncture, he tore off a
fifty yard run for a touchdown. Fi, c
would-be tacklers were crumpled in
the <lust beneath his mighty ''straigl•l
arm." Lingrel's attempt at goal failed, visibly on account of exhaustion
from his record run. Score 6 to l'.
Four minutes later the rd~ree's whistle closed the fray. During the c011te·t, the punting game wa co1Ltantly re ·orte<l to, but Lingrel' · kicks exceeded those of Manchester's and Gilbert far out-classed his npponent i11
returning punts.
Line-up.
Otterbein (6)
Wooster (0)
Peden
L. E.
Tio'c
Higle mire
L. T.
Scott
L. G.
l\fasc
l'orkr
Bnoth
C
Ilostrttcr
\\'altrrs
R G.
f'n:cr
Counsellor
R T.
Ghormkv
Schnake
R. E.
:\lhrigiit
Gilbert
Q. n.
Patton
Lingrel
L. H.
Inman
Ream
F. R.
1fancest, r
Hnher
R.H.
Roclcrick
Touch<lowns-Lingrel.
Substitutio11s\Vooster: Rich for lnman. Brannan for Patton, :\'ewkirk for Scott. Otterbein: "1ill,•r
for Schnake. Referee-1\rells of 0. S. v.
Umpire-Gibson of Mt. Union. Time of
quarters-15 minutes.
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OHIO 48-0TTERBEIN 7.
Deef in the line and speed in the
backfield, tell the reason why Ohio def cated Otterbein by the score 4:8 to 'i
on October 23. The college band and
J .3U0 spectators, furnished lots of "pe]_.)"
for Martin's battlers.
The contest opened with Lingrel':.;
kickoff. On the first play, Palmer
-bowed all-.State form by a 60-yard run
for a touchdown. A few seconds later
he kicked goal. Otterbein showed
some real stuff during the next few
minutes by carrying the ball to Ohio's
;JO-yard line on a combinatioin of
bucks, passes and a penalty of 15
yards. Ohio held for clowns. After
a 13 yai·d buck by Finsterwald, t~1c
speedy quarterback from down-state,
the Southerners were held and forced
to punt. The Otterbein backs followed with some good gains but hopes
were blasted when a 15-yard penally
was imposed upon Otterbein's 20-yard
line. · Finsterwald smashed the line
for 7 and Palmer added 3. At this
point the scrappy Finsterwald dropped
back about 8 yards and dug his toe in
the turf to get a good tart, making no
attempt to conceal the next play. In
an in tant that human catapult had
shattered the Cardinal line for 10 yards
and a touchdown.
Dy flashes, Otterbein put up a
mighty battle. The Ohio team was
frequently held for downs and good
gains were made through its line. At
one time, Gilbert, Otterbein's speedy
little pivot-man, slipped through for
20 yards. During the last period,
Peden's wonderful 30 yard run coupled
with a ,'i yard penalty against Ohio,
[)Ut the hall on the opponent's JO yard
line. Schnake made 4: yards on a
triple pass. "Ling" bucked the line
for 2 yards. The anxious crowd stood
motionless as the Cardinal men
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crouched for a final effort. Again the
sturdy captain was called to carry the
ball. True to his old time form di,l
he respond with a terriffic charge for
a touchdown. The punch was still
there. ''Ling's" goal made it 7 points.
Although the score was large, Coach
~1artin seemed well pleased to haYe
scored on such a team as Ohio which
is bidding hard for state championship.
Line-up.
Otterbein (7)
Ohio (48)
Schnake
R. E.
Hanby
Counsellor
R. T.
Goddard
Walters
R. G.
Englehart
Booth
C.
McCreary
Mase
L. G.
Hart
Higlemire
L. T.
Gahm
Peden
L. E.
A. Finsterwald
Q. B.
Gilbert
R. Finsterwald
Ream
k. H.
Palmer
Lingrel
L. H.
Anmiller
Huber
F. B.
Hendrickson
Substitutions-Ohio: Ilash for Anmiller,
Reiley for A. Fin tcrwald, A. Finsterwald
for McCreary, Ellis for Englehart, Grethen for Hart, Embe for Hendrickson, Rogers for R. Finsterwald, Kendall for Palmer, McKee for Hanby. Otterbein: Sholty
for Higelmire, Barnhart for Ream. Touchdowns-Ohio: Palmer 3, R. Finsterwald
2, Bash, Hendrickson. Otterbein: Lingrd.
Goals kicked-Ohio: Palmer 6. Otterbein:
Lingrel. Referee-Lambert, 0. S. U. Umpire-Baker, 0. W. U. HeadlinesmanEichenlaub, rotre Dame. Time of quarters-15 and 12½ minutes.

OTTERBEIN 18-MARSHALL 0.
Hard fi,:rhting and good interference
were responsible for the drubbing administered to the 1\Iar hall team at.
Huntingt on, \Ve t Virginia, Saturday,
October 30. Otterbein opened up
at the very start of the game by usin,;
the triple pass which has proved so
effecti,•e many times in the past.
Peden carried the ball for 30 yards
around right end, but the ball was returned for an offside penalty. After
attempting several bucks, Lingrel
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punted a pretty spiral to W orkhan.
Marshall failed to gain consistently
and the ball soon changed hands.
Again the triple pass was called and
Peden, sped down the chalk line for
GO yards and a touchdown. The score
could not count for the runner was
declared out of bounds on Marshall'~
4:0 yard line. A series of bucks cut
the distance in half. On the next play,
Gilbert showed his speed by flying
around right end and across the opponent's goal line. Lingrel kicked
goal.
Marshall came back strong. A new
formation puzzled the Cardinal men
for a few plays. The Virginans registered three consecutive first downs.
The Otterbein men rallied and force<1
a short punt. The ball alternated for
a time in mid-field, then Lingrel employed real football tactics by punting
out of bounds on Marshall's 10 yard
line. Again after several small gains
Otterbein secured the ball on a kick.
.13ucks by Gilbert and Lingrel landed
the pig-skin on the Normal's 5-yanl
line.
Marshall held wonderfully.
Fourth down gave them the ball.
\Vorkhan stepped back of his own god
for punt. Like an avelanche, Big
lI iglemire tore through the Green line
and smothered the clever quarterback
before he could move. The referee
declared a safety against l\1arshall.
The second half developed a new
l\1arshall formation which was soon
broken up. Forward passes met the
same fate. Punting was resorted t•J
more frequently than ever. Gilbert
returned them admirably. During the
last period, another safety was scored
when Peden dashed upon Lawrence
who was recovering a weak punt in hi-:;
end zone. After a few more plays,
Huber intercepted a Marshall pass and
sprinted 30 yards for the second touch-

down of the game. Lingrel kicked
g~al. Four minutes ended the fray
with the Normal team in possession
of the ball on her own 30-yard line.
Line-up.
Otterbein (18)
Marshall (0)
Peden
L. E.
Bonar
Higlemire
L. T.
Dorsey
Sholty
L. G.
Shepard
Booth
C.
Myncs
Walters
R. G.
Kay
Counsellor
R. T.
Taylor
Schnake
R. E.
Davi ·son
Gilbert
Q. B.
Workhan
Lingrel
R. H.
Callaway
Huber
F. B.
Lawrence
Ream
R. H.
Bates
Substitutions-Marshall:
Harbour for
Mynes, Gwinn for Kay, Thomburg for
Haper. Otterbein: Barnhart for Schnake.
Referee-Eichenlaub of Notre Dame. Umpire-Hyer of 0. W. U. HeadlinesmanDr. Kail of Ohio Medics. Tome of Quarters-15 minutes. Touchdowns-Lingrell 2.
Safeties-Against Marshall 2.

OTTERBEIN 7-HEIDELBERG rn.
Otterbein's last home game for th i.,
season was an extremely hard fought
battle; but luck seemed to favor the
Tiffin squad at critical times and the
sturdy ''up-staters" defeated the local
team by the 1:arrow margin of one
touchdown.
Heidelberg received the kickoff.
Reinboldt returned the ball to his own
25-yard line. The Otterbein line w:i.s
a stone wall. After futile attempt t,,
penetrate the local defense, Sayg,c_:r
punted to Gilbert. everal line plunges
and passes advanced the ball to Heidelberg's 15-yard line. The Otterbei, 1
linemen were tearing open large holes
and the bacb were charging in classy
style for consistent gains. A touchdown seemed imminent. Heidelberg
appeared unable to check th_e onslaught. Yet, an unfortunate thing
happened when Hilbish intercepted a
pass on his own 5-yard line. Two
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first downs were registered, then Say- give "Ling" the uall. In a twinkling
ger was forced to punt. On the first the stalwart captain tore through the
play Peden made a 25 yard gain mass for Otterbein' only touchdown.
around end. The referee called the His goal added another point. The
ball back and penalized Otterbein 15 Tiffin squad did not weaken, however,
yards for holding. Heidelberg secur- for during the remaining few minutes
ed the ball on the next play through of play they advanced the ball far up
a fumble. Two minutes later Huber the field. On fourth down within ;3
intercepted a pass and ran for 15 yards. yards of Otterbein's goal, Sayger atTerriffic line smashes forced the ball to tempted an end run. Another step and
Heidelberg' 15-yard line again. A he would score-but Schnake made a
pass was called and "Ling" made it mighty leap, caught the speedy halfperfect. Peden received it behind the back by the shoulder and threw him
goal line. Ile was instantly tackled back 2 yards. Lingrel punted well our
and thrown with such force that the of danger. A few seconds more and
ball slipped from his arms. The the game ended.
referee ruled the play incomplete and
Line-up.
gave the pigskin to Heidelberg on Otterbein 7
Heidelberg 13
their :l0-yard line. Otterbein seemed Peden
L. E.
L. T.
Reinbolt
to weaken. After some minutes of Higlemire
Sholty
L.
lr.
Kaufma11
play in mid-field, Heidelberg- suddenly
Booth
C.
Lotz
braced and advanced to Otterbein·:;
\Valters
R. G.
\Varner
20-yard line principally by means of Counsellor
1{. T.
Bittikofcr
wide end runs and tackle-around play~. Schnake
R. E.
Butcher
Q. 13.
Hilbish
Clarke, Ililbish and Reinbolt each Gilbert
Lingrel
L.
H.
Clarke
made gain which netted 18 yards.
Huber
F. B.
Grether
The Cardinal line held hard but coulcl
Ream
R. cl.
Sayger
not stop Ililbish. His next plunge
Substitutions-Otterbein: Barnhart for
made it a touchdown.
ayger kicked Schnake, Miller for Barnhart, Barnhart fur
goal.
Ream, Ream for Miller, Mase for Sholty.
The second quarter was less excitin~
and clo~ed with Heidelberg leading 7
to 0. The third quarter was harJ
fought. Cowistent gaiw netted another touchdown for Heidelberg. Sayger was badly hurt. He was called
from the field, but refused to go. Ile
mi sed goal, nearly falling to the
ground at the attempt. Otterbein's
fighting blood wa beginning to boil.
Two forward passes and several long
gains through rTeidelberg's line, forced
the ball far up the field. The third
period ended, and the fourth begaa
snappier than eyer. A few more
pretty g-ain and only 6 yards were
left. There was just one logical play:

!Icidelbcrcr: \Vhite for Sayger, Saygcr for
\\' bite. Touchdowns-llilbish 2, Lingrcl.
Goals from touchdown -Sayger, Lingrel.
J{cferee-Hayer, 0. S. U. Umpire-Lambert, 0. S. U. Headline man-Dr. Gant7,
Otterbein. Time of Quarters-15 minutes.

OTTERBEIN 0-WESLEYAN 7.
,\.!though the final score ·pclle<l defeat for Old Otterbein in the annual
scrap with Ohio \Vesleyan on ovember 13, that does not tell the real story
of the battle.
Otterbein received the kickoff and
immediately began to make big gains
through her opponents' line. After
about four minutes of play, the ball
was lost on a fumble. vVesleyan be-
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gan an advance with the identic2.l
formation that proved so effective rn
last year's contest. But Schnake and
Peden had been well coached in anticipation of it. Both men dove fearlessly into the interference. The r '>
suit left a clean tackle for Otterbein',;
waiting backs. \V esleyan's gains were
consequently short and punting was
early resorted to. Lingrel's tackling
was fierce and deadly. Scarcely ::i.
runner got beyond Otterbein's defense
who was not slammed back by the
terriffic impact with the body of the
mighty captain.
vVesleyan's score came during the
second quarter when Pride, who had
just been substituted for Battenfield
carried Lingrel's punt 60 yards for a
touchdown. Pride's freshness helped
him to elude the few tacklers who tore
after him. Knapp kicked goal. The
touchdown was really unmerited for
\Vesleyan's attempts to score on
straight football were futile. The
Methodists completed everal forward
passes for good gains, but a greater
number were broken up or intercepted .
Fumbles were frequent on botn
sides. Otterbein had her usual amount
of bad luck by receiving numerous
penalties. These totalled 65 yards
during the first half. The first two
periods showed that Otterbein was
clearly outplaying the ;'l'lethodists.
The remainder of the game was
evenly contested. Once during the
third quarter and once during the final
period, Otterbein had the ball on \Vesleyan's 10 yard line, but could not
carry it over. The endurance of the
heavy Cardinal line was remarkabl~r
revealed during the closing minutes of
play. ·with the ball in dangerous
proximity to their goal on two occasions it proved a veritable tone wall.
Gilbert played a star game at quarter

and ran back punts in fine style.
IIuber made some fine gains through
the line and was a bear on the defensive. Higlemire and Counsellor were
giants at defense. Schnake's tackling
was beautiful to see. Several time.;
he crossed over to the opposite side
and dropped his man from behind.
\Valters displayed his usual ability
both at playing the game and the art
of detecting the opponents' signals.
Booth's passing was perfect.
Although beaten in figures, we can
almost claim a victory when we consider \Vesleyan's stand against Ohio
State and her defeat of Denison.
Line-up.
Otterbein (0)
Wesleyan (7)
Peden
L. E.
Slutz
Sholty
L. T.
Miller
Higlemire
L. G.
Parker
Booth
C.
Beckley
Walters
R. G.
Day
Counsellor
R. T.
·white
Schnake
R. E.
Lewis
Gilbert
Q. B.
Battenfield
Ream
L. H.
Grose
L ingrel
R. H.
Walters
Huber
F. B.
Watkins
Substitutions - Wesleyan:
Knapp for
vValters, Pride for Battenfield, Battenfiel I
for Pride, Boyer for Day, Wiggins for
Battenfield, Long for Slutz, Walters for
vViggins, Edwards for White. Touchdown
-Knapp. Referee-Swan of Dickinson.
Umpire-Eckstorm of Dartmouth. Headlinesman-Sanders of Otterbein and Caldwell of Amherst, alternating. Time of
quarters-12½ and 15 minutes.

0. U. 2nds 6-South High 2nds 0.
Thursday afternoon , November 4.
Professor Altman took his scrappv
team to Columbus to meet ''Tink~'
Sanders' second string squad. The
South High team showed exceptionally
good coaching, and the 6 to O vict0-ry
over them was well earned.
Otterbein made many co tly fumble-,
during the first part of the game,
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which kept the ball dangerously near
their own goal line. l\lundhenk punted well and made many fine forward
passes, but few were complete on account of lack of practice. The Otterbein clefen;;e showed real Varsity form,
and in fact more ground was gained
on defensive than on offensive. l\Ioore,
Peden and Brown were absolutely irrestible. Again and again they would
clown an opponent for yards loss. In
the backfield, M unclhenk and Dradfie!d
were -co nsistent ground gainers. Otterbein's touchdown came in the last
quarter - with only two minutes left
to play. ·with the ball nearly on his
own goal line, Fischer stepped back
for a punt. Phillips tore through the
line and bumped the husky lad o hard
that he fumbled the ball. In a flash
Moore fell upon the pill for a touchdown. Evans failed at goal.
Everyone should be proud of our
second team. They haYe showed the
real Otterbein spirit all year by coming out regularly to practice, and taking· countless bumps from the Varsity
in order to round the Cardinal team
into condition.
Line-up.
Otterbein 2nds. (6)
A. Peden
Evans
Cassel
Hall
Phillips
Brown
Moore
Bingham
Bradfield
Mundhenk
Dunger

South High 2nds. (0)

L. E.
L. T.
L. G.
C.
R. G.
R. T.
R. E.
Q.
L. H.
R. H.
F. B.

Curtis
Soloman
Baker
Shelton
Fischer
Robinowitz
Feltman
Sherman
Laicher
Waidner
Brooks

Substitutions - Otterbein: Hayes for
Mundhenk. South High: Miller for Sherman. Referee-McDonald.
Umpire-Altman.
Headlinesman-J ones.
Time ,,f
Quarter -12 and 13 minutes.
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The following basket ball schedule
is announced for the coming season.
Jan. 15-Capital University at We~terville.
Jan. 22-Baldwin Wallace Univer
sity at Berea.
Jan. 2 -St. Mary's College at \Vesterville.
Feb. 3-\Vest Lafayette College at
\Vest Lafayette.
Feb. 4-Daldwin Wallace University at Berea.
Feb. 5-Kenyon College at Gambier.
Feb. 12-0hio ~orlher-n University
at \Ve terville.
Feb. 18-Ileidelberg University at
Tiffin.
Feb. 19-0hio Northern Universily
at Ada.
Feb. 24-St. Mary's College at Dayton.
Feb. 25-Wittenberg College at
Springfield.
Mar. 4-Heidelberg University at
\Vesterville.

Otterbein's debate schedule for thi-;
year has been partially arranged.
The question chosen for the men's
squad is, "Resolved, That the Initiative
and Referendum in Ohio should be
abolished, constitutionality conceded."
A triangle including Mount Union,
l\1uskingum and Otterbein has been
agreed upon. The affirmative team
of each school will debate on its home
floor. Otterbein's negative goes t0
Muskingum, Mt. Union's negative
comes to Otterbein while Muskingum
negative goes to Mt. Union.
The date for the debates has not been
definitely fixed but in all probability,
some evening of the first week of
March will be chosen. The tryouts
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k,r the squad will he held Saturday
morning, December 4. Do your part
to help Otterbein win these debate3
by preparing your five minute speech
for the tryout.
Arrangements for the women' 3
teams have not yet been completed

but it is to be hoped that it will be
possible to arrange a schedule for them
also.
The Russell Declamation Contest
will be held on the evening of December 8. The usual prizes of fifteen,
ten and five dollars will be given to the
winners.

um
'96, '14. Prof. N. E. Cornetet spent
the latter days of last month with his
daughter, Mrs. J .R. Miller, of Huntington, W. Va.
He also had the
pleasure of seeing the Otterbein-Marshall football game.

J. H. Flora and Miss Myrtle
Hagerty of Peoria, Illinois, were married October 12. Mr. Flora is, at present, the city agent of the John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company
at Peoria.
'12.

Park E. Wineland and Miss
Bertha Richards were married October 27th at Braddock, Pennsylvania.
The weddino- was unique in that all the
participants were Otterbein people.
E. B. Learish, '15, who is now pastor
of the United Brethren Church of that
city performed the ceremony and Mrs
Mary Brane, 'J 3, played the wedding
march. Harvey Kirkebride, a former
Otterbein student was best man, and
Elizabeth Richards, '17, the maid of
honor. The newlyweds will make
their home at Dayton, Ohio, where Mr.
Wineland is employed by F. J. Hughes
and Company, Architects.
'10, '13.

C. F. Sanders and wife (Ruth
Detwiler) announce the birth of a
daughter, November 7th. Mr. Sanders is now professor and coach of
football in South High School at Cclumbus, Ohio.

'12, '12.

'14. Coach R. F. Martin announce.,
the arrival of a ten pound boy, Donald
Ray, Oct. 21st. V,Je gladly welcom~
the new member of the coaching de-·
partment.

Miss Ruth Brundage, who has
been a very successful a sisant and
promoter of the musicales at Otterbein
during past years, is, this year, in
charge of the newly established Department of Music, of \Vilmington
College at Wilmington, Ohio. The
enrollment of nearly one-fourth of the
student body easily shows the interest
s_he has created in this new department. The Wilmingtonian says "Miss
Brundage is not only a master of her
profession, but has a refined and pleasing personality. The college is indeetl
fortunate in having at the head of this
new department an instructor so well
adapted to the situation." \Ve wish
her much success.
'13.
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'94, '04. We felt very proud to see
elected by the people of \Vesterville,
on their new Doard of Commissioners
our own Professor Charles Snavely
and our Ex-Professor E. P. Durrant.
The village decided to try the City
i\Ianager form of Government thi-,
summer, but the people will not be
submitted to the rulings of this new
Commission Board until January first.

E. E. ilailey of Bowling Green,
Ohio pent several <lays in \Vesterville
Yisiting many old friends. He is, at
present, helping his father in business
at Dowling Green.
'15.

'15. Harold C. Plott, at present a
member of the football coaching department of Fostoria High School
stopped in Westerville Friday evening.
Ile has been the official referee this
year for the l\1assillon High School,
where J. L. Snavely, '13, is coachin~
this season.
'87. Vv e were glad to see on the sidelines at the Heidelberg game Rev. E.
1\1. Counsellor, of Dunkirk, Ohio. He
is always full of plenty of Otterbein
spirit and ready to do his part on the
rooting squad.
C. E. Gifford, professor of mathematics and science in the High School
at Upper Sandusky, spent Saturday
and Sunday in Westerville.
'15.

Miss Bonita Jamison of \Vest
Carrolton, Miss Ruth Koontz of Dayton, Miss Nettie Lee Roth of Trotwood, Miss Tillie Mayne of Reynoldsburg, Miss Iva Harley of Dayton, and
:Miss Lucy Huntwork of Basil came
back to ee the Otterbein-Heidelberg
game and visit dormitory friends.
'15.

S. R. Converse, now employed 'tS
inspector of shells in the Bethlehem
Steel \Vorks at Dayton, Ohio, speul
the week-end with his grandmother
and many old friends in \Vesterville.

'15.

'01. J. G .Sanders, formerly professor
of Entomology in the University of
\Visconsin, has recently been called 10
fill the position of State Entomologist
of the state of \Visconsin.

'12. Miss Helen Converse, now employed as professor in the Paul Institute at \1/ashington, D. C. reports
much success and enjoyment of her
work.
'96. R. A. Longman was elected secretary of the State Board of Correction
and Charities which met in Dayton
the week of November first. Professor Snavely was in attendence at thi-,
meeting.

The following alumni returned to
see the Otterbein-Ohio football game
and visit old friends: A. E. Brook:-',
'11, of Findlay, Ohio; J. H. Nau, '10,
of Columbus, Ohio; Carl E. Lash, '15,
of Canton, Ohio; P. A. Garver, '15, 0f
Strasburg, Ohio; H. C. Plott, '15, of
Fostoria, Ohio;· Roy Harkins, '12, of
Pleasantville, Ohio; L. M. Troxell, '13.
of Miamisburg, Ohio; P. E. Zuerner,
'15, of Terra Alta, West Virginia; C.
F. Sanders, '12, of Columbus, Ohio,
and S. J. Kiehl, 'l 0, of Columbus, Ohio.
Several ex-students also, witnessed
the Ohio game: L. L. Moore, Virgil
Parent, A. Z. Funk, and L. E. Smith of
Ohio State University, Channing Wagner of London, Ohio, and Paul Fouts
of Middletown, Ohio.
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Athletic Debt Raised by Students.
On Thursday morning, October i3,
the subject of a means to wipe out the
debt of the Athletic Board, which
amounted to a little oYer $-!00.00, was
brought before the student body in
chapel by Mr. Dercaw, president of the
Athletic Board. The proposition to
elminate baseball for this season anrl
in this way to wipe out the debt, was
presented and the student body was
given until the next morning to consider the matter. Friday morning Mr.
Bercaw again took charge and after
more completely explaining the financial situation of the Athletic Association, asked for a vote on the question. \i\Then discu sion on the question was declared in order, W. A.
Maring took the floor and spoke
against eliminating baseball even for
one season and suggested that the
chapel service be turned into a mass
meeting of the student body and that
voluntary pledges be made to eradicate
this debt. This met with the hearty
approval of the students.
Mr. Maring was then given charge
of the meeting and one, two and five
dollar pledges were taken up. 'When
the call for pledges was made, it seemed as if every one would give five dollars. No one seemed to care to pledge
anything less. Forty rushed up to the
nothwest corner of the chapel an<l
pledged a total of two hunrlred dollars.
Fifty-three pledged in two-dollar
pledges, the amount of one hundred
and six dollars and forty-seven pledged
one dollar, making a total of three
hundred and fifty-three dollars in all.
Who said that Otterbein spirit h;td
died out? Does three hundred and

fifty-three dollars raised in fiye minutes look like Otterbein spirit was a:
low ebb? Such college spirit is worth
while and may it never wane for on~
moment.
Tuesday morning, October l!J, Pre :dent Clippinger led chapel, giving
some very interesting facts concerning Vassar College. President Clippinger had just returned from the inauguration of President Henry N ohk
MacCracken of Vassar College. The
interesting exercises at Vassar, he
stated, gave him an increased respect
for the distinctively ladies' school and
yet a renewed interest and a greater
sympathy for the ladies of Otterbein
and also for the men of Otterbein-"with the students of our school, Olcl
Otterbein."
Pat saw this sign 111 a bookstore
window:
D I C K E N' S \V O R KS
All this week for only $1.00
"The divvle he does," he exclaimed
in disguest. "The dirty scab."
T:he first number of the Citizens'
Lecture Course was given Friday
night, October 15 by the American
Quartet. A large audience was present to enjoy the delightful program.
The program consisted of both vocal
and instrumental numbers by the
quartet, a cello solo by Mr. Fairchild,
violin solos by Mr. Gilbert, clarinet
imitations by Mr. Conrad, a vocal solo
by Mr. Sawyer, readings by Mr. Gilbert and "chalk talks" by Mr. Conrad.
The program throughout was intensely interesting and the audience was
greatly pleased with every number.
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.. \ \ hat is the difference between the
'quick' and the 'dead,' Willie?"
"The 'quick' are the ones that get
out of the way of automobiles; the
ones that don't, are the 'dead.' "
Friday night, October 22, after the
·ucieties were over, the second athletic:
rally of the season wa · held in the
Chapel. A "pep'' speech was made by
Dr. Van Buskirk and "Rowdy" \Veirner, Ruth I•ries and Abe Glunt, each
gave an enthusiastic, rousing speech.
:\lany yells and songs kept the spirit
at high tide. The girls and the fellows vied with each other in trying
to make the most noise, but as no
judges were appointed, each ide considered itself winner.
Friday evening, October 22, John
Hulitt, one of Otterbein's most loyal
friends died at his home at llillsborn.
Ohio. Mr. Hulitt was never a rich
man, but he was alway ready to give
his loyal support to Old Otterbein in
time of need. l\Iany times when Otterbein wa facing some great crisis
this good man ha stepped in and
given liberally of hi means to save
the day for the school he loved so well.
Otterbein will always remember 1Ir.
IIulitt for his liberality and his interest in hte school.
\Vesterville's fir t fall festival was
held Saturday, October '..!;l. It was a
great succe . The town was crowded \\'ith people and the exhibits were
first class. In the town hall all ki11tls
of farm products were exhibited. On
_the street near the town hall, poultry
and a large number of children' - pets
were placed on exhibition. '[ he automobile display and parade was one of
the best features of the day. However, the event which wa , perhap ,
of the most interest to every one was
the barbecue and dinner held on the

Public School grounds. About 3000
people as ·embled to partake of the
roasted ox and burgoo. In the afternoon the football game between Otterbein and Ohio University drew the
large crowd to the athletic field where
they also witnes eel the "reased pig
conte ·t. The events of the day closer!
\\'ith a band concert gi\ en on the tre,·t
by the Otterbein Dand.
"Spirits Abroad."
Saturday evening, October 30, the
"spirits" were abroad in full dress.
The occa ion wa · the annual Hallowe'en party which was held in the gym.
"Spirits" appeared in all kinds of forms
and in co ·tume · so wierd that they
frightened even the man who thought
him. elf proof against the wiles of th~
Japanese, Duster Drowns,
witches.
ladie in mourning, IIindoos, clown-,,
Countesses, Dukes, palmist·, and sister of :Mercy and Good Deeds, all
made their appearance. The noted
Palmist, Senoranals, made thing- lively b.y telling fortunes, which made one
person hope that the prediction might
come true and another tremble for
fear it should perhap come true .• \fter
many interesting games and a bountiful lunch, the " pirit-" departed to
don their earthly garb once more.

"\Vind," wrote a little boy in hi-;
compo-ition at school, "i air when it
get in a hurry."
".\n old darky, who was out in th.!
cold icy wind one winter night, demanded \vhimsically, "\\'ind, whar
\\'UZ you di· time las' July?"
".\nd now," said the teacher, "\Ve
rnme to Germany, that important
country governed by a kaiser. Tommy, what i. a kaiser?"
"Please, ma'am, a kaiser i a stream
of hot water springin' up and disturbin' the earth."
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The ccon<l number on the lecture
cour e which wa given in the Chapel,
Friday evening, .. ov. 5 by the SmithSpring-Holmcs Orchc tral Quintet,
wa ~ highly plea ing tu all who were
pre en t. The prorrram con i ted of
rche tral number-, violin, cello, tromlJone, and
axophone
olo , vocal
duet , and re J din s. The readino-s
~riven by Mi.: Cayla 11ay pring were
c:~pecially plea -iwr to the audience.
Each of the player~ appeared very refined and e pecially talented.
The lady from th city who had ju~t
m -ved to the _ farm-"Oh, we have a
lo ly farm. I never aw such rich
yellow soil."
A colored man died without medical
attcndanc and the corner went to in\'e ~tigate .
'Did ~amucl WiEiam, live here~,,
he a,'kcd the wecpino- woman , ho
opened the do r.
"Ya ah," ~he rcpli ,J lJetween ob:-i.
"I\ ant to s e the re 11a:n "
"I i de remains,' ~ he an werc<l
proudly.

/\ ct I. irl and Lo Yer.
\ct I I. Father and dog.
..:\ct Ill. Falher and 10\·er.
~\ct. 1V. L ver and duo-.
\ct V. I o~. ( ; 1-ni ~., ht.)-Ex.
Paul . Reichel travelino- ecretary
of the tuclent ' lunt er '1ovement
nducted the
hap 1 ervice 1\Ionclay, T vember ) I Iis m s age was
c ncernino- the ur 0 cnt need of volunteer to carry the me. ao-e of Chri ,_
tianity to tho e ountrie where is i.
not known.
tudent-"L my an .\\ er clear?''
Pr f.-"Y e., clear a mud."
\IV i e tudent-' \Vell, that cover ··
the ground, doe n't it?"

The week of ovember 8, the Annual Council of Di hops and Department Head of the United Brethren
esterville. The
Church wa held in
meeting began Tue day and continued throuah Friday. Such noted men
as the following were pre ent an<.1
gave addre e on different ubjects:
Rev. R.
. Hitt of Chillicothe, Rev.
Robert Earl of a ~hville, Tenne ~ee;
Rev. 11. R. Ballinger, of Findlay, Rev.
C. \ 7 • Kurtz, of Dayton; Rev. J. H.
Patter on, of fan field; Rev. J. S.
Kendall of Dayton; Dr. \ .. R Funk,
of Dayton; Bi hop A. T. Howard,
Bi hop G. f. Iathews, Dr. \V. E.
hell, Bi hop W. 1'.I. Weekley, Dr. C.
\V. Brubaker, Dr. \ . 0. Fries, Dr.
. . Hough, Bi hop H. H. Fout, Dr.
H. I< hupe and Dr. J. P. Landis. The
meetin? were of much intere t and
pr fit to all ,vho were able to attend.
The Otterbein tudent are e pecially
favored in havino- uch a di tingui he1l
b dy of men c me into their mid t.
In Chap 1, I· riday m rnino-, oveml er 5, Presid nt lippinger de cribetl
a new di ·ea e, which he aid wa:;
found in it advanced tages among
Otterb in tudcnt:. Ile de cribed it
th roughly a to cau c an<l effect and
al·
giYe it internal and externa]
, ymptom . Thi - peculiar di ea e, he
called · tterbeiniti ."

'I'uc. <lay rn rning, 1 vember A.'
Re\'. James R. n t, I cl the chapel erv1ce,-. \Ye ·tre alway glad to have
v. Pe t with u in our hapel exerci e.

How It's Spe11ed.
Fre hman.
Late h ur .
U ne.,·pected company.
No le ons.
Kicked out.
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The first minstrel show to be given
for years will be staged on December
15 under the auspices of the Athletic
Doard, to secure funds for the construction of tennis courts. The show
is under the direction of Profes or
Fritz and a committee composed o1f
J. B. Garver, S. W. ll. Wood, \V. A .
:.faring, R. R. Durrant.
There will be two parts to the en-tcrtainment; first the minstrel proper
and second the Oleo or vaudeville act-,

by local talent. The four end men are
S. W. D. Wood, Wallace Miller, "Reil''
Cliffton and \,Vm. Counsellor. The
interlocutor is A. W. Neally.
This entertainment will be a triumph of the funny. A full attendance
should be on hand to enjoy the local
hits. Doost this show and by so doing boost athletics in general and te:1nis courts in particular. Tickets will
soon be on s·tle. Admiss'on is twentyfive cents. Reserved seats ten cents.

Y. M. C. A.
Faith of Tennyson.
''The Faith of Tennyson" was tltc
subject of October l J, l!HS, when Pnifessor Fritz made his Crst appearanc~
before the men of Otterbein. Unusual
interest was shown by the men in his
talk.
Tennyson's faith was di\·ided into
th rec periods. First, came the period
of inherited faith-from parents and
society. Second, came the period of
doubt-when he questioned every-·
thing religious. The last period was
one of pure, true faith. During the
talk the speaker compared our faith to
that of the three stages of Tennyson's
faith. .l\lany poem were given antl
greatly apprec iately.

to crop c.,ut in a game.
He play;.;
some one "dirty" or he doe not
"buck the line." Pain is not the
worst thing in life. The attempt tu
avoid pain is the worst thing. Courage is the thing that counts in football. This is also true of life. Dont
play ''yellow," but "buck the line" anci
play "square."

Football.
Rev. I Ia wk, the new pastor of the
local ~1. E. church spoke to the men
of the Y. M. C. A. on the eveninrr ot
October 21, 1915.
Football is a game in which a
person feels like fightinrr. If a man
has any ''yellow" in him it is sure

Temperance.
Dr. A C. Bane of the :\nti- alo,Jn
I eague ga\·e a \'cry interesting talk ,)n
the temperance question on October 28,
l!J 15.
l'rohibition has steadily been gaining ground. Drinking liquor was the
usual custom a century ago. Th..!
church sanctioneJ it. Medicine anJ
~cience fa\'ored it. But public sentiment has been changed. The church
now opposes it. .\!coho] i no longer
classed as a medicine. Science, th,;
employer, leading magazines, fraternal
order , and even the government arc
fighting liquor. Every man who loves
God, the Church and his country
hould vote on the question.
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Evolution of a Great Wrong .
Another member of the faculty made
his first appearance before the men (lf
Otterbein on November 4, 1915. Thts
was Professor Altman who spoke on
the above subject.
E\·ery evil passes through three
stages. The first stage is when we
merely notice the evil. The second
stage is when the opposition is developed. The third and final stage is
when the evil is destroyed. Things
involving principle cannot be settle,!
by compromise. It took the greaL
Civil \Var to settle the question of
slavery. \Var, as an evil, is passiug
through the second stage. Liquor is
in the third stage. Let us examine
ourselves-our evils, our bad habits!
\Vhat stages are they in?

God. That is the best in college and
we are losing the greatest friendship
possible if we do not have companionship with Him.

The Making of Americans.
October 2G- Ruth Drury.
The migrations of the barbarian&
were measured by centuries. 'Io-day the
migrations of men are measm ed hy
decades. From Germany, Sweden,
Holland and Norway have come millions of farmers, from Hungary thoae
who fill our mills and factories, men
exceedingly quarrelsome and addicted
to drink. The Slavs who came to the
mining regions are of bad morals and
Ii ve in filthy overcrowded homes. The
Bohemians alone are intelligent and
even they drop their religion and become infidels. The younger Jews are
Much comment has been made on forsaking the religion of their fathers
the posters that are put out to draw nor do they seek a substitute. The
the men to Y. M. C. A. The e signs Poles, Russians, Spaniards, Portuges<',
are all to the point and the advertising Roumanians, A r m e n i an s, Syrians,
committee is to be congratulated upon Greeks, Chinese, Japanese represent
its good work.
many religions.
All these cannot be forced to accept
alien customs and ideals. Our Puhlir
Y. W.C. A .
Oct. HJ- ).1iss Tunnell, Student Sec'y. School is the most efficient agent and
.\ new book of fiction is popular for we must back it with a real desire lo
a time and the library purchases many Americanize the foreigner. "As we
copies, places them on the open shelt have therefore the opportunity let us
and has a long reserve list, but after do good unto all men."
two years those books which were nut
worn out are placed back on the
The College Girls' Sunday.
shelves. The Illiad, the Odessy and
Xovember 2-Alice Ressler.
L'aradi ·e Lost, though embodying the
The fourth Commandment teachl:'.s
best of their age, are now used only a strict observance of one day in sevc,1
for class room and reference work.
that we may be refreshed for the week.
Looking at the rows and rows of And yet we do many things on Sunday
hooks dust-coYered we wonder at the that . might ha\ e 1Jeen clone the clay heBible, for it is still an intimate pan fore.
of ourselves. And why? Because out
If we should see men laying th"
from its background of history, biog- pavement on Horne street on Sunday
raphy, romance. science, philosophy morning or carrying dinner pails a:,,
and poetry stands one personality- they went to work, we should be horri0
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fie<l. Still many of us study on Sunday. Can we not realize that it is our
daily work?
Thoughts.
November!) Orpha ::\1ills.
"I helien in the hands that work,
the brains that think and the hearts
that love."
Since thought is deeper than all
speech how carefully we should guard
it! Have we time for the frivolo1:1.;;
and superficial? Often we go to
Church with our minds occupied with
the things of last week or of the week
to come and we leave knowing that
we have not been in harmony with the
service. \Ve feel that we are somehow only getting the chaff.
Someone has said, ''Those that think
must govern tho e that toil." \Ve see
this verified in the shop, factory and
office and on the farm. \Vhy not be
a thinking person?

Mrs. Clymer and daughter :Mary,
Mr. and l\Irs. Ilenry Dercaw, I\Ir. a11d
l\I rs. Judson Siddall, ::\Ii ·s :\T arie iddall and Messrs. Clare Siddall and
Stanley Ross were dinner guests October. 17.
A large cake ablaze with candles was
the center of attraction when a crow1l
of girls surprised Ruth IIooper on her
birthday.
Misses Gunthrie, of Moorcroft,
\\' yqming; Elizabeth Coppock of \Vest
Milton, Ohio; Mariam Slingliff, of Mt.
Vernon; Misses \Veber and Denser,
of Ohio University and Mrs. GarYer of
Strasburg were week-end guests.
l\fr. and l\Ir . Nieble and Mr. and

2!l

Mrs. IIulshy of l3altimore, Ohio, were
dinner guests of Lois Nieble, October
22.
Misses Esther Van Buskirk an,]
Ethel IIill and Mr. Charles Bennett
were dinner guests, October 25.
Dr. and Mrs. Clippinger and :Mr. and
::\f rs. Roose were Sunday guests of
"-f rs. Carey.
Edna Farley entertained with a
sumptuous spread honoring her mother, who spent several days in \Vesterville.
The smiling countenances of Iva
Harley, Tillie Mayne, Bonita Jameon, Lucy Iluntwork, Ruth Koontz
and Nettie Lee Roth have reappeared
in our midst.
Mrs. Stofer of I3elleville, Ohio, spent
several days with her daughters Mary
and :l\Iartha ..
:Mrs. Billheimer and sister Mrs.
Ramsey of Dayton were dinner guests
X ovember 15.
Mrs. Billheimer delightfully entertained the girls with
tales of Saum Hall days.
Estella Reese, Meryl Black, Grace
Moog, Lela Shaw, and Edna Bright
spent the week-end with Delaware
friends.
"Ermie, thou Imp of Satan, thou
who snatchest thy friend Buddy's mat
tres that thine own bed may be the
softer, who stealeth \Valdo's letters
and causeth thy friend Stellie to be
enangered, who chaseth thy friends
through the hall with mop and broomstick thereby wearing the House
Counsel's patience to a thread surely
shall be heaped coals of fire upon thy
head in darkest depth of Tartarus."
-Extract from the Revelation of
Cochran Hall.
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and show something of the metropolitan views which you must have as
to the activities of the college student.
Your articles are all well worth the
reading and are a source of inspiration
and enlightenment.
The Black and Red, (Watertown,
Wis.) - The cover page of the October
number is quite simple in its design
but is sure to attract attention, possibly because of the very simplicity.
You are a well-rounded number. The
exchange department is excellent. The
magazines that you comment ~re
treated in a thorough manner. Praise
is given where it is due and in a like
manner criticism also. Your table of
contents is very strikingly arranged
where it is sure to catch the eye of the
examiner upon first sight.
College Chips. Your depar~ments
are well arranged.
Your literary
articles are of the very highest type

The Acropolis.-Y our literary department is a good one and is worth
the reading. However we believe
that a greater variety of subject matter
would add materially to the worth of
the publication. Why not use somethinoThe
b other than the short sto; y?
present articles are good, but four of
the same nature seem just a few too
many. Your departments are well arranged and each seems to attract. The
department of jokes is fine and shows
that time has been spent in its arrangement but it seems to be just a little
over-developed.
Six pages in one
issue of your size, we take to be a
little out of proportion with the other
parts.
I

- - -- ---•-.--
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This season we
show 62 styles
(in all leathers)

.
.

of Men's
Walk- Over
Shoes

·a t

$4.00
See Our Windows

WALK-OVER SHOE CO.

39 N. High St.,
Columhs, 0.
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Coming---Foothall Number
Of

ffiq.e ®tt.erhriu l\.egia
A picture of each player-Summarv of season-A t hrilling foot•
ball stor y
Order yours fro m

T. B. Brown, Circulation Mgr. R. F. Peden, Assistant

Thanksgiving--Candy, Napkins, Post Cards, Etc.
AT T HE

VARIETY STORE
GUARANTEED
Hole-Proof Sox and
rv1arathon Basket Ball
Shoes at

Irwin's Shoe Store

SUBWAY
SUITS PRESSED 50c
SUITS CLEANED $1.00
Ladies Clothing Cleaned and Pressed
Located at Brane's

R. Glenn Kiracofe

This is the time of Colds and Chaps, go to

DR. KEEFER'S
For Cold Remedies and Cold Creams

GOTHIC THE NEW

A Complete Grocery
NUTS, FRUITS, CANDIES,
CHOCOLATE AND
PRESERVES.

C. W. REED, Grocer

ARROW
COLLAR

2 ror 25c
IT FITS THE CRAVAT
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JOHN W. FUNK, M. D.

G. H. MAYHUGH, M. D

Office and Resid ence
63 West College Ave.

Office and Residence

19-10 a. m.
Office Hours { 1-2 p. m.
7-8p. m.

C. W. STOUGHTON, M.D.
31 W . College Ave.

WESTERVILLE, 0.
BOT H PHONES
Citz. 110.
Bell l!JO

1B. Q.T. fnumunn
Wqe tlarber

21-23 East College Ave.

PHONES
Citizen 26.

Bell 84.

U. Z.JUNKERMANN, M. D.
H OMOEOPATHIST
39 West College Ave.

Both Phones.

YOU ARE NEXT
at the new and up-to-date

BARBER SHOP
Hair Cutting a SpecialtyH. M. DUNCAN & SON

Shoe Shine in connection.

18 N. State St.
Shoe Shine in connection.

Shop closes 8 p. m., except Saturdays

Get yo ur n ew Sophomore Bible
Book of Bender & Rappold.-Adv ..

J3ones-"\,Vhen are there 25 letter s
in the alphabet?"
H elen-"I don' t know, wh en ?" .
J3ones-"\,Vhen U and I a re one."
Buy your book in "Class Room
Ma nagement," from Bende r & Rapp~ld.-Adv.

Visit the modern

Barber Shop
at
4 S. State St.

1J1runk lurtmun
Proprietor

FOR

The Old Stand

CANDY, FRUITS
and NUTS

No. 1 North State

For FINE CANDIES, FRUITS
PRESERVES, JAMS AND
JELLIES FOR SPREADS.

And all that's Good to Eat
SEE

J.N.
COONS
Citz. 31.
Bell 1-R.

WILSON the Grocer
Westerville, Ohio

The Columbus Railway & Light Company
Westerville Daily Time Card
Lv. Sprinc and H~h
Columbus for Westerville
5:35 a. m.
4:35 p . m.
6:35
•s:os
7:35
•s:30
1:35
5:35
,,35
6:35
10:35
7:35
11:35
8:35
12:35 p. m.
1:35
10:35
2:35
11;35
3:35

,,JS

Lv. Colleire Ave.
Westerville for Columbus
5:34 L m.
6:34
•7:04
7:34
8:34
9:34
10:34
11:34
12:34 p . m.
1:34
2:34

3:3' p.
4:34
5:34
6:34
7:34
8:34
9:34
10:34
11:34

m.

College A venue
Meat Market
Thompson & Rhodes

The freurht or baccaire car leaves Columbus for
Westerville dall:, at 9:30 a. m . and 4 p , m. dail:, except
Sunda:,s and leaves Westerville for Columbus at 7:ZO a ,
m. daily and 1 p. m. daily except Sunda:,a.

The Culver Art & Frame Co.
North State Street
JOBBERS and
Manufacturers of

Picture Frames, Mouldings, Mirrors, Picture
Backing, Furniture Novelties, Sheet
Pictures, Portraits, Portrait
Frames, Convex Glass
Order early to avoid Christmu rush.

Visit the Old Reliable

BAKER ART GALLERY
SPECIAL RATES TO ALL
OTTERBEIN STUDENTS.

For the Best In

Photography
The largest, finest and witho~t
doubt the best equipped Gallery in
America for making the best photos
known to the Art.

~

COLUMBU.§,9.,
A. L. GLUNT, Student Representative.
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MISSION FURNITURE-Ideal for the Student's Use
combining long life with real attractiveness

THE F. G. and A. HOWALD CO.
M-36-38 N. High St.

Furniture

COLUMBUS, OHIO.

Floor Coverings
Quality ia Economy.

Draperies

